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Math: Unknown 1.0.0 - A step-by-step math learning game for iOS
Published on 08/14/17
Independent developer, Suparerg Suksai today introduces Math: Unknown 1.0.0, his new
step-by-step math calculation game for iOS devices. Math: Unknown aims to teach users how
to calculate in the correct order rather than just asking only the final calculated
results. The app helps users to visualize the process of calculations as how it will be
done on paper. Math: Unknown consists of four basic arithmetic operations which are
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Samut Prakarn, Thailand - Independent developer, Suparerg Suksai today is proud to
announce the release and immediate availability of Math: Unknown 1.0.0, his math learning
app developed exclusively for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. Math: Unknown is much
more than a math game. It is a step-by-step math calculation game which will teach users
how to calculate in the correct order rather than just asking only the final calculated
results.
The app consists of four basic arithmetic operations which are addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. In order to get started, users who are new to arithmetic can
learn from animated calculation guides showing step-by-step procedures of solving each
type of operation. It is also helpful for experienced users as a quick reference.
Generally, addition and subtraction may be difficult for users who just start learning
math especially when questions require carrying or borrowing (also called regrouping). The
app helps users to visualize the process of carrying and borrowing in the way it will be
done on paper. Once users understand how these operations work, they are ready to learn
multiplication and division.
For most students, division is considered as the most difficult arithmetic operation to
solve. It is a common area of struggle since it requires prior knowledge of both
multiplication and subtraction. To help users understand division, the app uses long
division to teach all calculation procedures. Relevant multiplication table will be shown
beside the question. Users will have to pick a number from the table which go into the
dividend. Multiplication of selected number and divisor is automatically calculated, but
the users have to do subtraction and drop down the next digit themselves. Learning whole
calculation processes will make them master it in no time.
Math: Unknown is a helpful app for students who seriously want to improve arithmetic
calculation skills.
Features Include:
* Step-by-step calculations as doing it on paper
* Visualized borrowing and carrying processes.
* Wrong answer will always be corrected
* Calculation guides for quick reference
* Multiplication table
* Unlimited number of questions
* Progress Summary of each 4 main operations
* Number of wins vs total plays as well as winning percentage of each level
* Game Center - Leaderboards and Achievement
* Feel-at-school theme: blackboard, chalk and hand-drawn font
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
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* Universal Application
* 44.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Math: Unknown 1.0.0 is $4.99 USD (or an equivalent amount on other currencies), and is
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the educational games category.
Promo codes are available to members of the press. For more information, please contact
Suparerg Suksai.
Math: Unknown 1.0:
http://www.ake-apps.com/search?q=math+unknown
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/math-unknown/id1261714584
YouTube Video (Trailer):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTMFTKrwKjc
Screenshot 1:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ca4artsdiw7tjtg/screenshot_03.png?dl=0
Screenshot 2:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/l40kybhw268s6fe/screenshot_05.png?dl=0
App Icon:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7r4t5xj7w6yzcx1/game-icon-512-trans.png?dl=0

Suparerg Suksai is an independent app developer from Thailand who has been writing apps
for the iOS platform since 2012. His Thai language app Thai Alphabet Game F is listed
often under the top 100 or 50 in Thai App Store in the educational/word category. All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2017 Suparerg Suksai. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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